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Mozart's operas
and the myth of musical unity
JAMES WEBSTER
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The privileged status of Mozart's operas is reflected not only in their prominence
in the repertory and in the unceasing flood of publications devoted to them,
but even more in their composer's iconic role as arguably our greatest culturehero. Even if we disagree about their dramaturgy and ultimate meanings, or
admit the occasional flaw, their talismanic role - their moving us not merely
to delight and admiration but reverence and awe - seems unshakable.
And yet, they have received relatively little close or informed musical analysis.
In view of the intense cultivation of theory since the Second World War, and
the literally thousands of published analyses of Mozart's instrumental music,
this neglect would be baffling indeed, if it did not reflect the traditional uncertainty about the status of opera as 'absolute music', and the lack of consensus
about how to understand it in technical terms. In addition, recent operatic
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analysishas concerned itself more with the nineteenth-centurygiants Verdi
andWagnerthanwith Mozart.This too can be explained:they composedlittle
or no significantinstrumentalmusic;to study themis necessarilyto study their
operas. In addition(and this is only an apparentparadox),the dominanceof
analyticalmodels based on the instrumentalmusic of Mozart and Beethoven
was a positive stimulusto Verdiansand Wagnerites:althougha battle had to
be waged to overcomethem, the cause was just and the enemy soon routed.
Indeed, the criticalthinkingentailedby this effort led to the developmentof
new andfruitfulanalyticalparadigms,notablythatof 'multivalence'.This holds
that the various 'domains'of an opera (text, action, music, etc.; as well as,
within the music, tonality, motives, instrumentation, etc.) are not necessarily

congruentand may even be incompatible;and that the resultingcomplexity

or lack of integration is often a primary source of their aesthetic effect. In Mozart
studies, by contrast, the presence of his unsurpassable instrumental music has
tended on the one hand to make close study of the operas seem unnecessary,
while on the other hand those few who have attempted it have transferred'instrumental' methods to the very different context of dramatic staged vocal music
- uncritically, and without benefit of countervailing analytical traditions.
In 1987, I drew attention to these matters and called for concerted multivalent
analysis of Mozart's operas: 'all we need to do is get on with it'.1 This now
strikes me as simplistic; my discussions were not always sufficiently attentive
to the differences between opera and instrumental music. The enterprise will
require a more nearly fundamental re-examination of paradigms and methods.
As a first step, I review here a number of recent studies which include substantial
analytical material.2

The volumes by Thomas Bauman on Die Entfiihrung aus dem Serail, Tim Carter
on Le nozze di Figaro and Julian Rushton on Don Giovanni appear in the
useful Cambridge Opera Handbook series, which strikes a balance between
'Kenner' and 'Liebhaber' that Mozart himself would have admired. Each
includes a detailed dramatic and musical synopsis which is everything other
than a crutch for the uninitiated; in Rushton, it leads to fundamental new dramatic insights. A signal virtue of Carter's volume is the inclusion of a chapter
on Italian prosody and its implications for Mozart's music, a vital aspect of
any Italian opera which has been almost entirely ignored in the English-language
Mozart literature.
The strength of Andrew Steptoe's The Mozart-Da Ponte Operas is his focus
on the particular social-cultural milieu of each work. The Vienna of 1785-86,
1

2

JamesWebster,'To UnderstandVerdiandWagnerWe MustUnderstandMozart',
19th-CenturyMusic,11 (1987-88),175-93(here,179);the precedingparagraph
summarisesthis item. On VerdiandWagneranalysis,see CarolynAbbateandRoger
Parker,'Introduction:On AnalyzingOpera',in AbbateandParker,eds., Analyzing
Opera:Verdiand Wagner(Berkeley,1989),1-24.
In preparingthis essayI haveprofitedespeciallyfromdiscussionswith MaryHunter,
RogerParkerandJohnPlatoff.I alsothankThomasBaumanfor makingavailablethe
frontmatterto DanielHeartz'svolume.
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he argues,was not the same as that of 1789-90, and Praguewas anotherplace
altogether. The differencesamong the three works reflect Da Ponte's and
Mozart'sconsciousattemptsto pleasethesevariousaudiences:
audienceof a societyin flux, one in which
Figarowas writtenfor the sophisticated
the conventionsof the ancienregimecoexistedwith a new interestin egalitarianism.
[...] A whiffof scandalwas attached[...], andthe audienceexpectedto enjoythe
material.[...] Mozartwrotethework
frissonof contactwithpotentially
inflammatory
a
of
.
during period highoptimism.[. .]
The conditionssurrounding
Don Giovanniwerequitedifferent.[...] The project
washazardous
becausealthoughthestorywasstillguaranteed
to winpopularapplause,
morerefinedaudienceswereunlikelyto be satisfiedwith the much-abused
legend.
However,MozartandDaPontegaugedthatthepiecewouldbesuitableforthemusically
butprovincial
andsomewhat
tastesof Prague.[.. .]
intelligent
unsophisticated
WhenCosifan tuttereachedthe stageearlyin 1790,the situationhadchangedyet
fromits flirtationwithegalitarianism,
and
again.[...] Societyin Viennahadretreated
fearof revolutionhadled to the ascendancy
of conservative
elements.[...] Mozart
anoperaspecifically
audience
[...] responded
by producing
designedforhisaristocratic
of
more
human
[, who]wouldpreferanamusing
foibles.
exposition
personal
(pp.243-4)
If perhapsoverly schematic,this orientationis a refreshingchange from the
usualart-for-art'ssakeapproachto a genrewhichwas explicitlyrootedin social
relations, and was covertly (if not indeed overtly) political.
The social element appears in a different light in Wye Jamison Allanbrook's
Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart. Developing insights of Leonard Ratner,3 she
works out elaborate correlations between the so-called 'rhythmic topoi' (defined
roughly by patterns of metre, tempo and musical phrasing) and 'the gestures
of social dance' (see her introduction and Part I). She then employs this system
as a framework for superb detailed analyses of Figaro and Don Giovanni, with
particularattention to the literary and social aspects of the musical drama. Daniel
Heartz's Mozart's Operas offers a welcome compilation of his many articles
published over a period of more than twenty years, some of them in out-of-theway places, together with four new essays, and two additional contributions
by Bauman (who signs as editor) on the German operas Die Entfiihrung and
Die Zauberflote. If the volume lacks a central thesis or consistent point of view,
its variety, learning (not only about Mozart, but Italian opera in general) and
sparkle will delight many readers. Stefan Kunze's Mozarts Opern, finally, is
the first large-scale, comprehensive treatment of Mozart's operas since Hermann
Abert and Edward J. Dent, nearly three generations ago. For that reason, and
because it has so far excited little attention in the English-speaking world, I
will devote considerable space to it in what follows.
2
All of these volumes depend on traditional paradigms drawn from the analysis
of instrumental music. I will focus on the most problematical of these: the
3

Classic Music: Expression,Form, and Style (New York, 1980).
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searchfor 'unity'. The notion of artisticunity in the modern sense arose in
the earlynineteenthcenturyasanaspectof Romanticaesthetics,basedon organicism andevolutionism;it was thuslinkedwith the riseof 'absolute'instrumental
music.4 Its analytical manifestations in theorists like Schenker, Schoenberg

and Reti have been much discussedrecently.5In operaticstudies, this orientation flourishedprimarilyin connectionwith Wagner,especiallyin the work
of AlfredLorenz.AlthoughLorenz'sprocrusteananalysesarenow widely ridiculed, his approachdecisivelyinfluencedMozartstudiesin at least four ways:
by taking operaticmusic 'seriously'as a propersubjectfor analysis;through

the belief in unity as the ultimate criterion of aesthetic value, and the concomitant
tendency to hierarchical reductionism; by his assumption that, ideally, there
exists a congruence or correspondence between music on the one hand, and
text and stage action on the other; and by privileging Mozart's ensembles and
finales (which is to say, his most nearly through-composed, his most nearly
Wagnerianmusic) at the expense of arias, not to mention recitatives.6
Among postwar English-speaking critics, even the intelligent and undogmatic
Joseph Kerman and Charles Rosen focused mainly on ensembles and finales,
and explicitly invoked sonata form both as a primary constituent of Mozart's
operas and as a criterion of value.7 In his influential account in Opera as
Drama, Kerman's paradigmatic example was Donna Elvira's trio 'Ah taci,
ingiusto core' from Act II of Don Giovanni (no. 15), which he lovingly explicated
in terms of sonata form's tonal and materialrhythms: the exposition, contrasting
themes, increasing tension and eventual resolution were seen to accommodate
different personalities, to create a form analogous to the stage action, and most
of all to reflect the characters' developing psychology. And yet, of the sixteen
non-duet ensembles in the three Da Ponte operas,8 'Ah taci, ingiusto core'
4

Bellamy Hosler, Changing Aesthetic Views of Instrumental Music in 18th-Century
Germany (Ann Arbor, 1981); James Anderson Winn, UnsuspectedEloquence (New
Haven, 1981), Ch. 5; Carl Dahlhaus, Estheticsof Music, trans. William W. Austin
(Cambridge, 1982), Chs. 4-6; idem, The Idea of Absolute Music, trans. Roger Lustig
(Chicago, 1989); John Neubauer, The Emancipation of Musicfrom Language: Departure
from Mimesis in Eighteenth-Century Aesthetics (New Haven, 1986).
5 Vernon L. Kliewer, 'The
Concept of Organic Unity in Music Criticism and Analysis',
Ph.D. diss. (Indiana University, 1961); Dahlhaus, 'Schoenberg and Schenker', Proceedings
of the Royal MusicalAssociation, 100 (1973-74), 209-15; Ruth Solie, 'The Living Work:
Organicism and Musical Analysis', 19th-Century Music, 4 (1980), 147-56; Jamie Croy
Kassler, 'Heinrich Schenker's Epistemology and Philosophy of Music: An Essay on the
Relations between Evolutionary Theory and Music Theory', in David Oldroyd and Ian
Langham, eds., The Wider Domain of Evolutionary Thought (Dordrecht and Boston,
1983), 221-60; William Pastille, 'Ursatz: The Music Philosophy of Heinrich Schenker',
Ph.D. diss. (Cornell University, 1985).
6 A hint of this
appearsin Abbate and Parker(see n. 1), 4 n. 9, 13-16; it is developed
in their essay 'Dismembering Mozart', published elsewhere in this issue.
7 Kerman,
Opera as Drama (1956; rev. edn. Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1988), Chs. 4-5;
Rosen, The ClassicalStyle (New York, 1971), 290-312. That the reissue of Kerman's New
Critical work is essentially unaltered despite today's changed critical climate only
its dated qualities.
emphasises
8
Figaro, nos. 7, 13, 18; Don Giovanni, nos. 1, 9, 15, 19; Cosi, nos. 1-3, 6, 9, 10, 13,
16, 22. I omit Don Giovanni, no. 3 (Elvira's 'Ah chi mi dice mai'), which is not a true
trio, but an aria with occasional asides; in form it is a sonata without development.
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is the only one which is unambiguouslyin sonataform!(Admittedly;a number
of others are in sonata-without-development['sonatina'] form, including
Rosen's paradigmaticexample, the sextet [no. 18] in Act III of Figaro.) The
paradigmin questionis locatedmore in this criticaltraditionthan in Mozart's
musicaldrama.
It will be appropriateto begin with arias. Other things being equal, an aria
entailsfewer 'domains'than an ensembleor finale(which does not necessarily
imply that it is 'simpler'or 'less dramatic'),andto this extentthe task is easier.
And a focus on ariaswill at least signalthe need to redressthe balancevis-a-vis
the traditionalprivilegingof Mozart'sensembles.
To a greaterextent than his ensembles,Mozart'sariasare indebtedto the
operatictraditionsof his time. (Again, this must not be taken as implying a
negativevalue-judgement.)Eighteenth-century
operawas basedon conventions
of all sorts: plots, character-types,verse-patterns,key-associations,'semantic'
instrumentalusages and so forth, onto which each city or company grafted
its own local traditions.Even a Mozart could not escape them (nor is there
evidencethathe wantedto do so). In thisrespectHeartz'sapproachis exemplary;
he vividly 'sets the stage' (see his Ch. 7) for the compositionand production
of a work, andhis vastknowledgeof eighteenth-century
Italianoperarepeatedly
leads him to new insights. It would admittedlyhave been better to place less
emphasison one-to-one 'modelling',as for examplePaisiello'sII barbieredi
Siviglia with respectto Figaro(Ch. 8), and more on conventionsas such, for
examplearia-types.From this point of view, MichaelRobinson'schapteron
operabuffain Carter'sFigarohandbookis preferable;Bauman,too, describes
the muchthinnerSingspieltraditionwithinwhichMozartcomposedDie Entfiihrung. Rushton's handbook on Don Giovanni includes a superb analysisby
EdwardFormanof the variousearlierDon JuanstoriesandDa Ponte'srelation
to them. Kunze also treatsthis subjectilluminatingly(pp. 330-40; in 1972 he
publisheda detailedmonographon Don Giovannivor Mozart).Unfortunately,
he adoptsAbert'snationalisticstancethat the 'Germanic'Mozartalwaystransformed and transcendedthe Italianatebuffo traditions.At times he goes even
further:'In FigaroMozartwas competingonly againsthimself,not this or that
model, nor any given tradition'(p. 297). As Heartz's discussionshows, this
is absurd;it canbe understoodonly in lightof the Germanicideologyof 'Classical style'.9 The most balancedapproachso far to the topic of Mozart'sarias
in relationto theircontexthas been adumbratedby JohnPlatoff.10
Given the criticaltradition,it is a signalvirtue that Kunze devotes as much
attention to the arias as to ensemblesand finales, and that his treatmentof
themis equallysympatheticandrigorous.For example,in the chapteron Figaro,
9 On this subject, see Webster,
Haydn's 'Farewell' Symphony and the Idea of Classical

and CyclicIntegrationin hisInstrumentalMusic(Cambridge,
Style:Through-Composition
conclusion.
forthcoming),
0 'Thebuffaariain Mozart's
Vienna',elsewherein thisissue.
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each group receivesjust under thirty pages of analyticaltreatment.11(Kunze
does not mention or discuss the plausible hypothesis that eighteenth-century
buffa duets resemble arias more closely than they do largerensembles, as regards
both internal construction and the fact of being based largely on 'types'.) Hence
one is inclined to give him the benefit of the doubt, even though his selection
of ariasfor analysis is biased towards those which accompany stage action (Susanna's 'Venite, inginocchiatevi', no. 12; pp. 288-94), represent actual music on
stage (Cherubino's 'Voi che sapete', no. 11; pp. 295-7), or are overtly ironic
(Susanna's 'Deh, vieni', no. 27; pp. 299-307), while others, equally important,
are not discussed at all - the Count's 'Vedro mentre io sospiro', no. 17; the
Countess's 'Dove sono', no. 19; Figaro's 'Aprite un po' quegl'occhi', no. 26.
This is the old privileging of 'dramatically flowing' or 'realistic' numbers over
supposedly 'static' or 'conventional' ones. Allanbrook, by contrast, gives every
aria its due, including those usually ignored, such as Marcellina's and Basilio's
in Act IV (nos. 24-5).
Kunze's approach is multifarious, emphasising versification, tonality, phrasestructure, vocal-instrumental relations, relations to traditional aria-types and
so on; although the choice of focus often seems arbitrary, the results are always
worth study. The accuracy and pertinence of analytical detail, often related
to broad historical and critical issues, and sustained across the entirety of
Mozart's oeuvre, is genuinely imposing. Nothing like it has been seen since
Abert; his only rival in this respect among our authors is Allanbrook, who
had the luxury of limiting herself to only two operas. Especially for his chosen
repertory of 'action' arias, in which the orchestra is largely independent of the
vocal line, Kunze develops remarkably subtle and highly differentiated analyses. 12
One must also admire the sheer weight of Kunze's analyses; indeed his programme is to 'understand the operas as theatre through music' (p. 5). As he
puts it elsewhere, 'The characterof the dramatic course as a whole is analogous
to that principle which governs the music of each individual number' (p. 237);
n Ensembles
andfinales,253-4,258-71,307-18;ariasandduets,279-307.Kunze'sbook
is noteasyto use.For650densepagesof textdividedintoverylongparagraphs
whose
initiallinesarenotindented,thetableof contentsgivesonlythe(eight)chapter
titles
offeronlyonelevelof subheadings
(averaging
eightypages),andthetextandrunning-heads
numbers
(averaging
twentypages).Noris thereanindexof worksorof individual
perhaps
in everyotherbookunderreview).The
(anecessityina volumeof thistype,realised
readerwishingto grasptheorganisation,
ormerelyto locatethediscussion
of a given
outlinetheentirevolume.
number,mustlaboriously
12 Hismethods
areindebtedto thelateThrasybulous
whoseprovocative
but
Georgiades,
eccentric
musicsimultaneously
systemwasfoundedonthebeliefthatClassical-period
domains:
a 'scaffolding'
basedonthe
projectstwocomplementary
(Geriistbau)
rhythmic
andtheinfinitelyflexibletonal-metric
unchanging
'empty'measure;
shapesof motives
andphrases,which'fill'thosemeasures
withever-varying
content.Thisis notthesame
asourdistinction
betweenmetreandrhythm,although
therearepointsof contact.Its
foroperais thatit is inherently
'multivalent'.
Mutatis
it also
mutandis,
greatadvantage
excelsin disentangling
vocalpartsof ensembles.
thedifferentiated
'Ausder
Georgiades,
desMozart-Theaters',
Mozart-Jahrbuch,
1950,76-98;rpt.in Georgiades,
Musiksprache
KleineSchriften
(Tutzing,1977),9-32.
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the principlein questionis the dialecticbetweenstrictconstructionanddramatic
freedom.To be sure, this is againthe correspondencetheory, andthe 'dialectic'
is often displacedto the level of philosophicalabstraction.Thus Kunzeexpands
the technicalopposition between 'skeleton'and 'content'into an abstractone
between'necessity'and'freedom':'Alreadyin structuringthe libretto,Da Ponte
alloweda polarityto becomemanifestwhich is equallya subjectfor resolution
in Mozart'smusic:strict,complexconstructionvs. completefreedomof movement and action' (p. 236). Occasionally,this tendencyleads to passageslike
the following, regardingthe finalein Act II of Figaro:
Two principlescan be teasedout, whichhaveanalogiesin Mozart'scompositional
character
of themusicalconstruction;
thought:theend-andgoal-orientated,
processive
andequallythespace-encompassing
establishment
of atemporal
realmincomprehensible
to
this
motionless
the
establishment
and,
extent,
space-relations,
preciselyof thetemand
in
work
which
the
constitutes
itself
as
poral experiential
space
permanent.13
WhenGurnemanzexplainsthesethingsto Parsifaljust beforethe Verwandlung
leadingto the Grail scene at the end of Act I, he needs just six short words:
'ZumRaumwirdhierdie Zeit'.
Anotherof Kunze'sleitmotifsis musical'autonomy'.He assertsthatMozart
was 'interestedin operatic"reform"only to the extentthatit did not endanger
musicalautonomy;thatis, the possibilityof allowingmusicaltheatreto emerge
fromthe technicalconstruction'of the music(p. 192).Thisis not merelyanother
exampleof critics projectingtheir concernsbackwardsonto artists, but leads
to a denialof the dramaticfunctionof Mozart'sovertures(exceptin Don Giovanni): 'the overturesalwaysremainindependent,indeedautonomousinstrumentalcompositions,even those which do not actuallyclose; there is nothing
whose intelligibilitydepends on a knowledge of the entire opera or the first
scene.' This stance is rightly rejectedby Heartz (Ch. 18) and Bauman(pp.
93-4).
More generally,Kunze'sinsistenceon the 'autonomy'of musicaldetailoften
leadshim to miss the forestfor the trees.For example,his discussionof Figaro's
'Non piuiandrai'(no. 10;pp. 282-4) correctlyemphasisesits 'double'construction, as a rondo and as a process leadingto the triumphantmarchat the end;
but he saysnothingaboutwhy this shouldbe so, whatit shows us aboutCherubino's potential for love and Figaro's ability to turn sticky situationsto his
advantage.14RegardingSusanna's'Deh, vieni', he goes so far as to claim that
'a precise descriptionof the construction[in mm. 40-44] would lead to the
same results even if the text were not taken into account'- with respect to
her climacticenvoi, no less, 'Ti vo' la fronte incoronarcon rose'. In these
13

herausschalen
'dafi[...] sichzweiPrinzipien
lassen,dieihreAnalogieauchinMozarts
Denkenfinden,namentlich
derfinale,zielgerichtete
undprozei3hafte
kompositorischem
Charakter
desmusikalischen
Baussowiegleichermafien
dieraumumspannende
Herstellung
einesZeitbezirks
inuberschaubaren
undinsofernstillgelegten
die
Raumverhiltnissen,
ebendesZeit-undEreignisraums,
indemsichdasWerkalsBleibendes
Herstellung
konstituiert'
(311).
14 See
.. Mozart'(n. 1),181.
Allanbrook,
93-9,andWebster,'ToUnderstand
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respects Allanbrook's analyses are a welcome corrective.Her insights into
Mozart's charactersand their social relations(which constitute the dramatic
expressionof the 'rhythmictopoi'), and her interpretationsof Figaroas a sublime-comicversion of pastoral,and of Don Giovannias a society which 'NoMan' shocks into extremes of inauthentic passion, are the best we have.

But the ways Mozart's arias really function - the relations among text-form,

'type', instrumentationand key, formal design of the music, tessitura,voice

vs. orchestra, characterisation, dramaticcontext and so on - remain mysterious.
Even revisionists - I include myself in the indictment - have not fully overcome
the methods and presuppositions derived from two hundred years of instrumental analysis. As Platoff argues, 'sonata form' itself is in many respects irrelevant:
even if one modulates to and then prolongs the dominant, the concluding sections
in the tonic often do not constitute a 'recapitulation', either motivically (the
music may be varied beyond aural recognition, or totally new) or gesturally
(the return to the tonic is often 'underarticulated'compared to what is always
heard in instrumental movements). Hence, something like my concept 'free
recapitulation' or Mary Hunter's more neutral 'tonal return section' is needed.15
But even if one accepted the traditional categories, a catalogue of formal types
in Mozart's Da Ponte operas would include precisely one aria in sonata form
('Venite, inginocchiatevi') - compare what was said above regarding ensembles.
And even in this aria, the 'recapitulation' (mm. 82 ff.) has very little to do
with the 'first group' (1-14); in dramaticterms it represents a new state (Susanna
has finished dressing Cherubino, and she and the Countess marvel at the result),
and this is heard in the music.
More fundamentally, to invoke instrumental formal types as the primary basis
for understanding arias may be irrelevant, if not positively misleading. Even
the hypothesis that most late-eighteenth-century operatic numbers begin with
an 'exposition', defined neutrally as a paragraphin the tonic followed by one
in the dominant - which all revisionists so far still accept - needs critical review.
Does this tonic-dominant relation really function analogously to the structural,
form-defining polarity of the first large section of a sonata or binary form?
If this section leads, not to a 'development' and 'recapitulation' but to a return
of 'A' in the tonic and then a faster concluding section, as in many rondos
(for example, 'Dove sono'), is it properly understood as 'expository'? The sectional division is often A I B I A or A I B I A 11C, so that the putative exposition
(A + B) does not even exist as a formal unit. Or it may be ambiguous, as
in Cost, no. 17, Ferrando's 'Un'aura amorosa'.16 Perhaps 'the' form of many
ariaspermanently oscillates among various potential groupings of its sections.
15 Platoff,'Thebuffaaria',S?2and4; Hunter,
16

'Haydn'sAriaForms:A Studyof the Arias
in the ItalianOperasWrittenat Eszterhaza,1766-1783',Ph.D. diss. (CornellUniversity,
1982),Ch. 9.
Seethe differingaccountsof this ariain SieghardDohring,Formgeschichte
derOpernarien
(Marburg/Lahn,
1975),97-8, andHunter,44-5.
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We turn now to the 'unity' of larger spans. With its allies - 'tonal planning',
the privileged position of ensembles and finales, and the dominance of instrumental formal models - its existence is assumed in all the volumes under review.
The paradigmaticexample of a large, complex number interpreted as a 'unity'
on the basis of instrumental formal models is of course the Act II finale in
Figaro. Both the notion and the choice of example go back to Lorenz.17 To
this day it remains an obligatory ritual to praise it as Mozart's finest achievement.
For Allanbrook it is
perhapsMozart'sgreatestsinglepiece of dramaticcomposition.[...] In formthe finale
consists of eight smallerpieces laid out in a largekey-area[sonata-form-like]plan.'8
[...] This key schemeshapesa closed form with its own harmonicdriveand dynamic
curve. (p. 119)

Kunze writes that
the finale of Act II of Figaro [is] by far [mit Abstand]the longest of Mozart'sgreat
finale-compositions.[...] In the finale, the key-succession[of Act II] is united into
a cycle. [.. .] Tonally, the finaleitself is [...] constructedin virtualsymmetryaround
C majorin the middle, and gravitationallywith respectto the tonal foundationE flat
of the two pillar-sections,AllegroandAllegroassai.(pp. 307, 308, 310)
Kunze's account harbours a serious error. Several other Mozart finales are
effectively as long as this one (which comprises 939 notated measures), including
those in Don Giovanni/II (871) and Die Zauberflote/II (920); if length in performance and dramatic complexity were taken into account, Figaro/IV, both
finales of Cost and Don Giovanni/I would count as well. Nor is Mozart's length
unusual for Viennese operas of the 1780s; indeed, Paisiello's II re Teodoro in
Venezia/II and Dittersdorf's Der Apotheker und der Doktor/I, Betrug durch
Aberglauben/II and Die Liebe im Narrenhause/I actually exceed it.19 Kunze's
failure to check this 'fact' indicates how deep-seated is the notion of Figaro/II's
special character.His positing of a 'symmetrical' axis around the C-major section
('Conoscete, signor Figaro', when the Count interrogatesFigaro about the letter
of assignation, and he and the ladies ask permission for the wedding to proceed)
is based both on the patterns of tempo changes and on supposed tonal relations
17

'Das Finale in Mozarts Meisteropern', Die Musik, 19 (1926-27), 621-32. His idea had
been anticipated in Oskar Wappenschmidt, 'Die Tonart als Kunstmittel im ersten Finale
von Mozarts "Die Hochzeit des Figaro"', Die Musik, 10 (1910-11), 2nd quarter, 272-84,
323-40, whose account however was purely descriptive, without invoking 'unity' or 'tonal
forms'. In English, Rosen's assumption (301-5) of large sonata-form-like unities has been
very influential.
18 The term 'key-area plan' was coined by Ratner to denote the common ground of
binary
and sonata forms; see his Classic Music (n. 5), Ch. 13.
19 Platoff, 'Music and Drama in the
Opera Buffa Finale: Mozart and his Contemporaries
in Vienna, 1781-1790', Ph.D. diss. (University of Pennsylvania, 1984), 21, 82-3; Paul
Joseph Horsley, 'Dittersdorf and the Finale in Late-Eighteenth-Century German Comic
Opera', Ph.D. diss. (Cornell University, 1986), 154-9.
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to the remainderof Act II (see p. 212). But this is of little weight, compared
to the lack of entries or exits within it, and its placementin the middle of
other spans:the overallbuild-uptowardsthe climaxof complexityat the end;
andthefamousdescending-fifthsequenceof keys, whichhasbegunin thepreceding section in G. And despite his invocationof its 'axial'importance,Kunze
oddly says almostnothingaboutthis section. Only Allanbrook'sinterpretation
of it as a pastoralhymn (pp. 127-31), a stagein the increasingintimacybetween
Susannaand the Countess - for her, one of the centralaspectsof the plot begins to do it justice.

Steptoeexplicitlyinvokessonataformin describingboth the finaleas a whole,
andthe individualsections:
to anorganised
keystructure
[In]themightyActIIFinale[...] thesectionsallcontribute
is
in
axial
in
an
basedonthetonicEbmajor.[. ..] Figaro's
positionharmonically,
entry G]
tensionis greatest.[...] It is midwaybetweenthe tonic
sinceit is herethatstructural
(Eb)andthe dominantof the wholeFinale.The keys[to thispoint]pickout the Eb
thehomekeywhilegenerating
tensionfromit. [...]
majortonictriad,reinforcing
balanced
of theFinaleintoa harmonically
Thegeneralorganisation
sequenceis duplicated in the internalstructureof sections, [...] The dramaticstimulus is presented

in the exposition,workedthroughthe centraldevelopment,
andresolvedfor [sic]the
175-6,
178-9)
recapitulation.
(pp.
Carter's comments are shorter but no less sweet:

The Act II finale(no. 15) is so constructed
thatthe keys of its eightsectionsmove
]
of tonalplanning
a
conceived
arch.
The
finaleis amasterpiece
whole
[...
through clearly
that createsa firm structurethrough no less than 940 [recte939] bars of music and

despiteallthetwistsandturnsof theaction.(pp.118-19)

That the finale as a whole is orientatedaroundE flat, nobody will dispute.
But to assertthat it is 'in' this key, as if it were no differentfrom a symphony
movement,is alreadypremature.And to call it a sonataform is to take a single
domain (tonal shape) as standingfor the whole, ignoringevery other aspect
of both music and drama:its systematicincreasein complexity,which points
towardsthe end as a climax;its sheer sectionality,emphasisedby the abrupt
contrastsat the entryof eachnew character;the lackof cogentmusicalrelationship between the putative 'exposition'(Sections 1-3) and the putative 'recapitulation'(Marcellina);and so forth. (No responsibleanalystof instrumental
musicwould dreamof invoking'sonataform'on the basisof tonalshapealone.)
One mightacceptthe notion as a kindof synechdoche- the tonalform standing
whole- if its votariesdid not ignoreits incompatibility
for the musical-dramatic
with so many other aspects of the finale (and if the interpretationitself had
not long since becomereified).Again, a multivalentapproachis essential.And
one consequenceof this approachis likely to be the realisationthat, as we
have alreadysuggestedfor some arias, this finale does not exhibit any single
'form'. Allanbrook'soriginal and detailed'demystification'of what she calls
the ombra music in the Act II finale of Don Giovanni is a step in the right
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direction;it describesboth Mozart'sinvocationsof ecclesiasticalterrorin the
smallanda 'key-areaform'organisingthe whole.
Abbate and Parker('Dismembering',p. 194) note one multivalentfeaturein
the finaleof Act II of Figaro.The very long concludingsectionin E flat, which
as a whole providestonal closureand whose two final subsections(Piu allegro
- Prestissimo)continuallycadence,seems to standin a non-congruentrelation
to the dramaticsituation,which 'is wide open, at a momentof maximuminstability'. They add that at the end of Act IV, when the action has reacheda
stable conclusion, the closing D major section is relativelybrief, apparently
creatingthe 'opposite'disjunction.But neithercaseis straightforward.
Despite
the repeatedstrong cadences, the end of Act II remainsin importantways
musicallyunstable:incessantcontrastsin text, material,rhythmand dynamics
betweenthe fourvictoriouscharactersen blocandthe three(internallydifferentiated) defeated ones;20 Susanna'schromaticism,syncopations and unstable
coloratura(mm. 825, 842, 880);harshlydissonantdominantseventhsover tonic
pedals (892 ff.); and most of all, at 'Prestissimo',the losers' desperatenew
motive, sf-p-crescendo, entering on an unharmonised, syncopated G and rising
chromatically a ninth to Ab.
What is more, in all these respects the final D major section of the Act IV
finale is fundamentally different. Everyone sings the same text; there are no
meaningful distinctions between groups of characters (they all generally sing
in rhythmic unison). In the last sixty bars (from m. 460) there are no dissonances,
save the cadential six-four in 495 and 505; no chromatic notes, save G~ in the
lightning orchestral flashes in 465-7 and 508-10 (neither is in the slightest degree
destabilising). To be sure, it is shorter than the Piu allegro/Prestissimo sequence
at the end of Act II, and has fewer V-I cadences. But this is appropriate: the
drama is already resolved; we are in a state of harmony. Nor is this a question
of dramatic closure allowing the music 'to be free' (Abbate and Parker, p. 195),
as if Mozart's harping on E flat at the end of Act II somehow represented
a state of comparative 'unfreedom'. Such a notion still perpetuates, by inversion,
the old prejudice according to which sonata forms are 'tighter' than others.
In fact, one might well feel that there are too many strong cadences at the
end of Act II, too hectically cascading over each other, for effective closure;
do not the victors 'protest too much'? No Mozart or Haydn instrumental movement would ever dream of such excess. Nor would the last section of any concluding finale; 'Corriam tutti' in Act IV of Figaro is by comparison a model
of control. Thus tonality itself is multivalent at the end of Act II: the long
'grounding' of E flat functions differently from the dissonances, chromaticism,
syncopations and rhythmic diversity. (For the possibility that E flat itself is
dissonant with respect to the D of the overture and the end of the opera, and
further discussion of the function of D at the end, see pp. 215-16.)
Don Giovanni and Cosi exhibit the same distinction as Figaro. Despite

20

Hermann Abert, W. A. Mozart, 2 vols. (Leipzig, 1956), II, 277-8.
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repeatedtonal closure, their centralfinales end in a state of musical as well
as dramaticconfusionand dissonance,with opposed groupsof characters,disjunct texts, rhythmiccontrast,coloraturaand/or patterfor leadingcharacters,
dissonanceand chromaticism;while their end-finalesare harmoniouson all
levels, with at most an echo of past troublesovercome(most prominentlyin
Don Giovanni). Even in the very differentworld of Die Zauberfl6te,where
Act I itself ends with a moralisinghymn, the latter is lightly chromaticon
the harmoniclevel and includesa strikingtenfold augmentedtriadunderd4"'
in the orchestralpostlude; these have no counterpartin the final section of
Act II. In fact, no other Mozart finale has a sonata-liketonal form like that
in Act II of Figaro; it is no more typical of his finales in generalthan 'Ah
taci, ingiustocore'of his ensembles,or 'Venite,inginocchiatevi'of his arias.
4

Evenif one is unwillingto embracethepost-postmodernistimageof 'dismemberment' as a way of understandingMozart'soperas, one dare not ignore their
ineluctablymultivalentcharacter.Thisappliesnot merelyto individualnumbers,
but to the relationsamong them as well. An ariaor trio is a single unbroken
span of music, with a clearbeginningand end, sung by the same character(s),
in a single key and with uniform instrumentalforces; despite all difficulties,
it may in principle be analysed as a coherent movement. Even a finale has
a clearlydefinedbeginningand end in the samekey, and once underway proceeds without interruption.It too might in principlebe analysedas a coherent
musical-dramaticaction - not as a 'sonata form', of course, but perhaps
analogouslyto a through-composedsymphony, or to non-operaticcompound
movementswith voices like the finaleof Beethoven'sNinth. (Forthe distinction
between'coherence'and'unity'as analyticalideals,see ?6.)
But what of discretenumbers?In an eighteenth-centuryopera,eachnumber
is not only independent,with its own characterand form, but is separated
from all the others: by recitative,action, entriesand exits, dramaticreversals,
changesof scene, even perhapsthe fall and rise of the curtain.In the absence
of strong'corroborating'evidence(asToveywouldhaveinsisted),thehypothesis
that these independentpieces are relatedlike the movementsof a symphony,
let alone that they articulatea 'progression'like the wholly interdependentsections of a single instrumentalmovement,is implausible,to say the least. And
yet everyone of thesevolumestakesit for granted.
Act I of Figaroends with 'Non piu andrai'in C (no. 9), following a chorus
in G; Heartz (Chapter8; quoted on p. 210), Carter(p. 119) and Kunze (p.
255) assumethatthis constitutesa 'progression'froma 'dominant'to a 'tonic'.21
But these numbersare separatedby a considerablerecitative,which bringsan
21

Inthis,asinmanyotherpointsto betakenuphereregarding
'tonalplanning'
inFigaro,
theauthorsunderreviewexplicitlyorimplicitly
followsuggestions
firstmadebyAbert,
inhisintroduction
to theEulenburg
miniature-score
edition(ed.RudolfGerber);
and
by SiegmundLevarie,in Mozart's'Lenozze di Figaro'(Chicago,1952).
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importantdramaticturn (the Count's pardonand banishmentof Cherubino).
Evento thinkof themas analogousto two successivemovementsof a symphony
probablygoes too far. Besides,in a classical-periodsymphonywe do not think
of the keys of the severalmovementsas creatinga progression;the 'Jupiter'
is never describedas a 'plagal'form, I-IV-I, nor the 'Eroica'as a 'weak'one,
I-vi-I. (An exception occurs only if movementsare run-on, as in Haydn's
'Farewell'and Beethoven'sFifth.) And how does one know that C ratherthan
G is the 'tonic', unless on the assumptionthat the key in which an internal
unit ends always exercisesthis function?This too is only a hypothesis,which
(so far) is no more than an uncriticalborrowingfrom instrumentalanalysis.
Bauman,owing to the use of dialogueratherthanrecitativein Die Entfiihrung,
emphasisesthe discontinuitybetweenmusicalnumbersandnon-music;see pp.
1, 26, 72-3, 93. Buthe doesnot explainwhy Die Entfiihrungshouldbe 'problematical' in this respect, while Die Zauberfl6teremainsbeyond criticism. Nor
do the discontinuitiespreventhim from assertingthe presenceof tonal unities
spanningthe entireopera.
To returnto the opening of Figaro:the overtureis in D, the first duettino
between Figaroand Susannain G. Not only the three authorsjust cited, but
Allanbrook(p. 75) and Steptoe(p. 187) as well, interpretthis as a move from
'tonic' to 'subdominant'.Allanbrookgoes so far as to mistakethis supposed
tonal relationfor a 'sign' of dramaticcontent: in the same sentence, she calls
no. 1 a 'relaxedand leisurely scene', whereasit is nothing of the sort.22To
be sure,nothingintervenes.But in importantways overtureandduetareincommensurable:instrumentalversusvocal music; curtaindown (or empty stage)

versus characters, costumes, scenery, action, dialogue, disagreement, drama;
in the eighteenth century, audience entering or talking or woolgathering versus
(perhaps) attending to what is happening; and so forth. What is the justification
for calling this a 'progression'? And suppose we were to grant this point: how
do we know that D is the 'tonic' and G the 'subdominant', rather than D
the 'dominant' and G (the beginning of the action, after all) the 'tonic' - except
by retrodicting from the end of the opera, three hours and four acts in the
future, or by appealing to Mozart's general practice of ending an opera in the
key of the overture? Nothing else in Figaro supports the hypothesis that D
is 'the tonic'; it appears elsewhere only in Bartolo's and the Count's arias,
nos. 4 and 17. (See ?5 below.)
And if the overture and no. 1 do constitute a progression from I to IV,
what then? How does B flat in no. 2 prolong or extend it? (One answer has
been: 'further' into the 'subdominant realm', as Figaro's and Susanna'ssituation
becomes increasingly difficult; this can only be called risible.) And where is
the 'dominant'? Only in the duet no. 5 between Susanna and Marcellina,
22

Levarie, 17-19; Frits Noske, The Signifier and the Signified: Studies in the Operas of
Mozart and Verdi (The Hague, 1977), Ch. 2; idem, 'Verbal to Musical Drama: Adaptation
or Creation?', in James Redmond, ed., Drama, Dance and Music (Cambridge, 1981),
143-52; Webster, 'To Understand ... Mozart' (see n. 1), 183-4.
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arguablythe leastimportantnumberin the act (savepossibly the chorus);what
follows is not the tonic, but Cherubino's aria 'Non so piu' in the (a fortiori)
'remote' key of E flat; indeed, neither D nor A is heard again until Act III.
Admittedly (as Kunze, Carter and Heartz point out), the first two acts exhibit
correlations between the use of closely related keys in contiguous numbers
for a given group of characters, but remote relations between one group and
the next: Bartolo and Marcellina (nos. 4 and 5) in D and A; Cherubino (nos.
6 and 7) in E flat and B flat; Figaro (nos. 8 and 9) in G and C; the Countess
and Cherubino (nos. 10 and 11) in E flat and B flat; Susanna (and the others)
in G and C (nos. 12-14). Even this scheme does not always apply: the opening
scene for Figaro and Susanna begins in G, but continues in B flat and F; nobody
enters or leaves between 'Voi che sapete' in B flat and 'Venite, inginocchiatevi'
in G. Furthermore, these are primarily 'associative' uses of tonality: D for highborn sentiments (or parodies of same); the 'simple' keys C, F and G for 'buffa'
numbers, E flat for deeply-felt utterances, A for love-duets (or parodies), and
so forth. This does not add up to the presence of 'progressions'.
Still less can one defend the extension of such 'progressions' over larger spans
such as an entire act, as do Heartz, Carter and Kunze regardingAct I of Figaro.
I quote Heartz:
'Non piu andrai'[in C] arriveswith a sense of inevitabilitynot only becauseMozart
plantedits rhythmin the opening number,but more importantlybecauseit has been
set up as a tonal goal, both in short-rangeterms, being precededby the twice-sung
Peasants'Chorusin G (whichservesas dominantpreparation),andin long-rangeterms
thatreachbackto the initialduettinoin G.23
And Carter baldly states that 'the act elaborates a large-scale V-I progression'.
But we are not told how G can be 'prolonged' through six intervening numbers
in five different keys; only one of these (D) is closely related to it, and it appears
only in no. 4, at a far temporal remove from both nos. 1 and 8. What is worse,
their treatment of G harbours an unacknowledged inconsistency: how can the
same key simultaneously be the 'subdominant' of D (following the overture),
and the 'dominant' of C (at the end)? In the former case, the act ends in IV
of IV (and no. 8 cannot be the 'dominant'); in the latter, it begins in V of
V, which is not only senseless in its own right, but will not mesh with the
ultimate goal of 'tonal planning', which is to establish D as the tonic of the
entire opera. (This differs only in degree from the games analysts play with
Wagner's Ring, in which the E flat at the beginning of Das Rheingold is said
to function as V of V of the concluding D flat of Briinnhilde's immolation
and the end of Valhalla; in a real-life production, the latter events are witnessed
approximately one week later.) Hence if one takes G seriously in both its putative
23

Heartz,Ch. 8; quotedfrom'ConstructingLe nozze di Figaro',Journalof theRoyal
112(1987),90-1.
MusicalAssociation,
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tonal functions, one must admit that the 'tonic' itself has changedduringthe
course of the act, from D to C. But if this is so, the act cannot be 'in' any
single key, and it would be a pretty puzzle to determinethe locationof this
change.24It would seem that overalltonal progressionsgoverningentire acts
(as opposedto more or less consistentkey-associations)do not exist in Mozart
- not evenin Act II of Figaro(see ?5).
The tendency to posit links between separate,often distantnumbersdoes
not affecttonalityalone.The hunterof motiviccorrespondencesandderivations
is a familiarfigureon the analyticalscene, who, aftera periodof ostracisation,
is makingsomethingof a comeback.As regardsMozart, the most prominent
exponent has been Noske, now seconded by Heartz and Carter.25Motivic
developmentwithina numberis unquestionablyone of Mozart'smost important
techniquesfor generatingcoherence,preciselyin the supple,unremarkable
ways
thatdramaticmusicrequires(andin full compatibilitywith the lessenedimportance of tonal 'polarities'and 'resolutions'comparedto instrumentalmusic).
Another potentially effective linking technique involves vocal tessitura,
especiallythe consistentexploitationof prominenthighpitches.Carter(110-13;
following Levarie)links the Countess'stwo ariasthroughtheircommonfeature
of 'searching'for g". He may however go too far in arguingthat, owing to
differencesin the treatmentof thatg", 'Porgiamor''closeson a question-mark
that emphasisesthe uncertaintyof the Countess'spresentposition', whereas
in 'Dove sono' her 'emotional maturity is established'.26 He certainly does
so in linking all this with the g" following her forgiveness of the Count in
the Act IV finale (mm. 436-7); among other things, in this scene she never
sings g" by herself, and its harmonisation gravitates towards the subdominant
of m. 437. Still another vital linking technique is instrumentation. All this leads
on the one hand to conventional 'types' of aria (etc.), and on the other to
the idea of 'subplots' involving particular groups of characters or strands of
the action. But in all these contexts, it remains essential to proceed multivalently,
rather than to depend on tonality, or instrumentation, or motivic connections
alone.27

24

25
26
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Admittedly,EdwardT. Cone speculatesaboutsuchmattersin Verdiwithoutassuming
thatthey arenonsensical;see 'On the Roadto Otello:TonalityandStructurein Simon
Studiverdiani,1 (1982),72-98.
Boccanegra',
Noske, Signifier(seen. 22);Heartz,Ch. 14, 18;see alsohis 'TonalityandMotifin
Idomeneo',TheMusicalTimes,115(1974),382-6; Carter,115-18.
My doubtsdependon analyticalconsiderationsfor whichthereis no spacehere;I discuss
the topic in the contextof a methodologicalstudyof the analysisof Mozart'sarias,to
appearin CliffEisen,ed., MozartStudies(Oxford,forthcomingin 1991).Forthe 'highnote'organisationof Tamino'sscenewith the Priestin.theAct I finaleof Die Zauberflote,
see my 'To Understand... Mozart'(n. 1), 188-90.
I havebrieflysketcheda subplotin Die Zauberflote,involvingPamina,the Queenof
the Night andthe magicfluteitself,in connectionwith Pamina'saria'Ach, ich fiihl's',
in 'Cone's"Personae"andthe Analysisof Opera',CollegeMusicSymposium,29 (1989),
44-65. SeealsoAllanbrookon Acts III-IV of Figaro,describedlater.
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If it is dubious to interpret a finale as a single form based on tonality, it is
downright dangerous to unite discrete numbers, separatednot only by recitatives
and action but often by intervening concerted numbers as well, in extreme
cases even by the curtain and an interval, into large-scale 'forms'. Yet Allanbrook, Kunze, Carter and Steptoe all exhibit this tendency (which again derives
from Lorenz via Rosen and others). For Carter, E flat in the Act II Finale
of Figaro is 'the same as the key of the Countess's "Porgi amor qualche ristoro"
(no. 10); thus the whole of Act II might be said to elaborate [this key]' (p.
119); and for Kunze,
the E flat finale (no. 15) is alreadyprefiguredin the E flat cavatinaof the Countess;
the tonal successionof the five numbersprecedingthe finale (E flat, B flat, G, C,
G) is unifiedin the finaleinto a cycle. [...] The actionwhich culminatesin the finale
begins with the trio no. 13 'Susannaor via sortite' in C, in the key of the Andante
movementwhichformsthe mid-pointof the finale.(pp. 309-10)
Allanbrook goes even further, proposing for the end of Figaro
a separateand transcendentline of action, which begins to take shapein act III with
the pastoralletter duet [no. 20], and which merits a climax [of its own]. The line
to this climaxplots out its own key-areaplan in B-flat, archingfrom the B-flat letter
duet throughto the pastoralfourth act, where Barbarina'sF-minorcavatinaand Susanna'sF-majoraria'Deh, vieni' standboth in key and in tone as a kind of dominant
to the final B-flat resolution- the pastoralreconciliationof the happy couple. (pp.
173-4)

About the cogency of this 'line of action' (or subplot) there will be little dispute
(save to puzzle over the omission of Figaro's 'Aprite un po' quegl'occhi', which
involves one of the main charactersof the subplot and is in E flat - the putative
'subdominant', immediately preceding the 'dominant' of 'Deh vieni'). But one
cannot possibly sustain a 'key-area plan' - that is, a sonata-like form - across
parts of two different acts, or imagine its dominant resolving to its tonic across
the intervening 'public' music in D and G (the first two sections of the finale,
with their excruciating confusion). For that matter, the reconciliation is immediately preceded by Figaro's Larghetto 'Vulcan' speech and the long, complex
box-on-the-ear section, both in E flat; this is hardly compatible with a 'dominant' function of 'Deh, vieni' in relation to 'Pace, pace, mio dolce tesoro' in
B flat. Kunze, as we have seen, says the same kind of thing about Act II;
elsewhere (pp. 347-8), he argues that in Act I of Don Giovanni, the 'Champagne'
aria in B flat and Zerlina's 'Batti, batti' in F (nos. 11-12) 'prepare' the C major
of the finale, and hence already constitute part of it, because of the sequence
of rising fifths, (He also mentions, with Allanbrook [220-3], a more cogent
relation: in his aria, Don Giovanni invokes the musical-social breakdown which,
in the finale, will be realised through the three simultaneous dances: 'Senza
alcun ordine / La danza sia'.)
In Don Giovanni, Steptoe interprets the opening scene as a macro-sonata
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form: overture in D minor and major = exposition; introduzione in various
keys = development; duet no. 2, 'Fuggi, crudele, fuggi' in D minor = recapitulation (pp. 186-7), his application of the sonata principle to successions
of discrete numbers deriving from Rosen. Even granting everything possible
- the single scene, the unbroken dramatic sweep, the beginning and ending
in D minor, the close relation of the introduzione keys - this strains credulity
to the breaking point. After all, we have to do with three separate and distinct
movements, of which the second and third are separated by recitatives both
semplice and accompagnato, by exits and entrances, and by a proper young
lady's discovery of her father's bloody and still very warm corpse. The Molto
allegro of the overture is not an 'exposition', but a complete sonata form in
its own right; the introduzione does not at all resemble a development section
in internal construction (it is sectional, Leporello's 'Notte e giorno' is if anything
expository, and it breaks off following the Commendatore's death with no hint
of preparing D or a 'return'), and bears no tangible relationship to the overture;
Anna and Ottavio 'recapitulate'nothing, rather their oath of vengeance crystallises a new stage in the drama. The invocation of 'sonata form' is not merely
superfluous; it betrays an unwillingness to attend to what is happening on stage
and in the pit, masqueradingunder a veneer of analytical sophistication.
By contrast, Rushton's approach to large-scale organisation, while not comprehensive (an impossibility in the 'handbook' format), is the best of those
here under review. He is the only writer on Don Giovanni who pays sufficiently
close attention to the staging, particularly the alternation of half- and full-stage
sets and the timing of scene-changes. For example, Allanbrook (pp. 245, 258),
Steptoe (pp. 119, 193) and Kunze (p. 346) still perpetuate the notion that,
following Leporello's 'Catalogue' aria (no. 4), the scene changes to a country
locale for the peasant wedding-party with Zerlina and Masetto. But Rushton
had already shown (as both libretto and autograph make clear) that a single
(full-stage) set, showing both Elvira's lodgings and Don Giovanni's town house,
is used without change from before Elvira's initial entry (no. 3) until after the
Don's 'Champagne' aria (no. 11).28 This is not pedantry; it leads to a convincing
argument that the drama preserves 'temporal unity', in that the entire action
takes place within roughly twenty-four hours - from Don Giovanni's attack
on Anna near midnight one night, to his downfall shortly after midnight the
next. This insight has wide-ranging dramaturgicalimplications.
Rushton's acuity and common sense are equally evident in his technical discussions. He does not shy away from proposing elaborate structural relations
between the opening scene (agreeing with Steptoe that the overture must be
included) and the catastrophe in the Act II finale (104-9, 111-21). But his methods are the opposite of reductive; he assumes no single principle, appeals to
no formal types. Instead he points, according to the context, to dramaticparallels, tonal sequences, 'sensitive' sonorities and whatever else seems appropriate.
His tracing of the effects of the destabilising pitch B (in the D-minor context),
28

Ch. 2 and 49-53; Rushton implies (143 n. 8) that the error originated in Otto Jahn's Mozart
biography.
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for example,is exemplary.Althoughad hoc proceduresappliedto such unique
music cannot be imitated, let alone suggest approachesto methodology or
theory, Rushton'stactandinsightshouldinspireemulation.
From Act II of Figaro being 'in' E flat and the overtureand nos. 1-2 of
Don Giovanni 'in' sonata form, it is but a step to the belief that an entire
operais in a key or exhibitsa form. Bauman,manyof whose musicaldiscussions
of Die Entfiihrungare excellent,neverthelesstitles his last section (pp. 89-98)
'Unity and Coherence',stating that the opera is a 'living organism'(89) and
that it is 'in' C, prolonged throughoutby 'tonal planning'(73-5). He even
goes so faras to claim(p. 97) thatthe finalJanissarychorus'recallsandcompletes
[...] falling fourths left unresolvedby the opening phrasesof the overture'!
This would be difficultto creditevenif the D in question,m. 13 of the overture,
werenot resolvedin the immediatecontext,mm. 29 and33.
Carter,who begins his discussionof unity in Figarowith some scepticism
(pp. 115-6), becomes less and less sure of his stanceas he adducesmore and
morelinksof variouskinds, andeventuallyconcludesthat
the wholeof Act II mightbe saidto elaboratethe Neapolitan(flatsupertonic)
area
of the opera'smainkey, D major.[...] The opera[is] an extendedi-bII(=IV)-V-I
progression.[...] The 'follejournee'opensandclosesin D andthus existswithin
a singletonalspace.29
Steptoegoes so faras to locate, amongthe threeDa Ponteoperas,'a progressive
movement towards greaterunity [...] reflectedin the growing emphasison
tonalcohesion, linkageof disparatesectionsby thematicallusion,andthe structural use of key'. Thus whereasFigaro exhibits merely 'a genial sequenceof
memorablebut distinctmusicalexperiences',Don Giovanni
is characterised
[...] sustain
by a powerfulunityof purpose.[...] Severalprocedures
the dramatic
of musicalnumberswhichimpededthe flow
unity[...:] the elimination
[... and]the groupingof successivemusicalnumbersinto broaderharmonicunits.
Numbers[...] areembedded
withina largerarch.(pp.185-6)
And in Cosi,

two unifyingdevices[...]- the linkingof separate
numbersby tonalprogression
and
- werebroughtto a furtherlevelof refinement.
thetechniqueof thematicreminiscence
[...]

Thekeystructure
beneaththetextandsurface
themeaning
penetrates
plotto delineate
behindactions,andthe motivationsof the protagonists.
[...] The centralkey, and
the axis aroundwhichthe work revolves,is C major.[...] 'Flat'keys areusedto
emotionis presented
indominant
depictfalseorshallowfeelings,whileauthentic
'sharp'
of classicalsonataforms
keys.Sucha schemeis a logicalextensionof the application
to thedramatic
medium.(pp.213,232)
Quite apartfrom the fact that such a scheme, pretendingto relatealmost all
the numbersin a verylong opera,hasnothingto do with sonataform(aprinciple
of organisationgoverningsingle closed movements),the dichotomy of 'true'
29

119-20; the 'progression' in question was asserted by Levarie (see below).
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and 'false'emotionswill not hold up. For example,Fiordiligi's'Come scoglio'
(no. 14) in B flat is notoriouslydifficultto interpret(Steptoehimselfelsewhere
describesits ambiguity).Although the Guglielmo-Dorabellaseduction duet
(no. 23 in F) may be 'shallower'than 'Fragli amplessi'(no. 29 in A) between
Ferrandoand Fiordiligi, it is hardly 'false' on that account. And no. 2 in E
majoris a problem;in Steptoe'sschemeit would have to be notably 'sincere',
whereasit is merely the middlememberin the set of threeshort introductory
trios, of which the othertwo arein the supposedly'neutral'keys G andC.
Heartztreatsthe tonalityof Figaroin equallyschematicways:
Choosingthe key of the secondfinalemeantchoosingthe keynoteof theopera.[...]
on [... its] relationship
to the
Everysubsequentchoiceof key hadto be calculated
threeact-ending
keys.
Thepairings[of B flatandG] occurin everyact. [... They]occurafterE-flatnot
only in [thefinaleto Act II] but alsoin the sequencesof Nos. 6-8, Nos. 10-12,and
one lasttimein the finaleof Act 4, anotherindicationof how schematic
Mozartwas
in layingout the wholeoperawith regardto tonalities.[...] It probablypleasedhis
senseof long-termsymmetry
thatthe'follejournee'endedwiththescampering
motions
of the overture('Corriamtutti')and mirroringthe relationship
of the overtureto
Nos. 1 and2.30

He means that the overtureand nos. 1-2 proceed D-G-B flat, and the last
three keys of the Act IV finaleproceedB flat-G-D. But no evidencesuggests
thatMozartpaid very much attentionto such abstract'long-termsymmetries',
leastof all those separatedby the threehours andfour actsof a musicaldrama,
intendedfor live performancebeforea primarilylay audiencewhom he wanted
aboveall to delightandimpress.
Besides,the apparentlyunanimousopinionthatthe endof Act IV moves'from
G to D' is erroneous.Followingthe Andanteforgivenessmusicin G, the wonderful orchestraltransitionmodulatesto the dominant(the 'home' dominant,
of course);andthe Allegroassainot only beginson this sonority, but prolongs
it at least throughthe end of the minor-modeshadow (m. 456), if not indeed
all the way to the structuralhalf-cadencein 471-5. The progressionis thus not
boundtogetherby the transition
IV-I, but IV-V-I; andit is through-composed,
and the new beginningon V. This 'tight' constructiongainsadditionalsignificance by contrastingwith this finale's tendency (from Section 3 in E flat
onwards)to juxtaposekeys and sections. (Thistendencyhas often been noted,
but most often in the context of its supposedinferiorityto the Act II finale;
here,the dominantdoes not appearas a key, andremotelyrelatedkey complexes
- D and G for the 'public'action at the beginningand end, versusE flat and
B flat for Susanna'sand Figaro's 'private'reconciliationin the middle - are
juxtaposed,ratherthan merginginto one another.31)The supposedparallelism
between the overture and no. 1 and these two sections, dubious enough in
30

Ch.8;quotedfrom'Constructing
his'Tonality
Figaro'(seen. 23),83-4,93-4.Compare
andMotifinIdomeneo'
n. 25).
(see
31 Favourable
of theActIVfinalecanbefoundinNoske,Signifier
interpretations
(seen. 22),
16-7;Allanbrook,
173-94;andPlatoff,'Finale'(seen. 19),418-22.
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dramaticterms and in its dependenceon 'symmetry'(which, with respectto
tonal music, existsonly in analyticaldiagrams),thus goes up in smoke. Indeed,
this is yet anotherreasonwhy the conclusionof Figarois so satisfying,'despite'
the relativebrevityof D major:we finallyheara key which is stronglyprepared
by its own dominant,andwhichnot only articulatesthe requisitehappyending,
but resolves the music of the final dramatic crux. (Of course, this resolution
has nothing to do with sonata form.) This difference from the sectionality of
the remainder of the finale (let alone of successions of independent numbers)
creates a strong effect of culmination at the end of the opera. At the end of
Don Giovanni, the keys of the last two stable sections are likewise G, for Anna's
and Ottavio's dialogue and love-duet; and D, for the final pseudo-contrapuntal
wind-up. And the dominant mediates between them here as well (mm. 744-55),
although the passage is not as strongly through-composed as in Figaro.
All this is not to imply that associations of keys with particular characters,
dramatic situations, instruments, textual features and so forth have no force,
or that key-relations are irrelevant. It cannot be accidental that from Idomeneo
on Mozart always ended his operas in the key of the overture, always articulated
the central finale in a different key, and always ended a finale in the key in
which it began (as did all Viennese composers in the 1780s). What must be
avoided is the uncritical assumption that these features go together to make
up a 'form', or that the opera is 'in' a key, as in Levarie'snotorious interpretation
(pp. 233-45) of the entirety of Figaro as a single, gigantic progression, I-bII-V-I.
For example, it may be of little consequence that the key of the central finale
is 'remote' from that of the overture and the ending. Mozart's primary reason
for the choice was purely practical: he used trumpets and drums in only three
keys- C, D and E flat.32 Given that the central finale was to be in any key
other than that of the beginning and ending, the relation was necessarily
'remote'. Thus, to cite the finale of Act II of Figaro for the last time, it is
not clear whether the confusion and instability at the end have anything to
do with the fact that, in the context of a single movement, the key of E flat
could be heard as 'dissonant' with respect to the D major in which the opera
begins and ends. In fact, the overall role of D in Figaro is far weaker than
that of D in Idomeneo, C in Die Entfiihrung, D minor/major in Don Giovanni
or E flat in Die Zauberflote. But even in these operas, the putative 'tonics'
may represent little more than a network of associations, not so different in
its way from what one finds in Verdi or Wagner. The real - that is, critically
aware - discussion of whether, and if so how, a Mozart opera is 'in' a key
has not yet begun.
6
The notion of 'unity' in Mozart's operas is doubly suspect: it originated in
the historically-culturally delimited and un-Mozartean context of German
32
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interwar Wagnerian aesthetics; and it leads to absurd results. We can but wish
it well in retirement, where it may enjoy the more modest, but also more helpful,
role of documenting a long and influential, but now passing, phase in the history
of Mozart criticism.
Indeed, the search for 'unity', whose irrelevanceto opera now seems obvious,
is increasingly coming to seem unsatisfactory even in the realm of instrumental
music - even that of the Classical period. The 'reductive' characterof any unifying
theory seems inadequate to the richness and complexity of all great musical
artworks. The realisation that the paradigm of organicism (on which 'unity'
depends) arose and flourished in the particular historical and cultural context
of German Romanticism and its aftermath allows us to see that it is no more
universal than the eighteenth-century doctrine of the affections or today's aesthetics of disjunction. And 'deconstruction' and other post-structuralist
approaches reveal unacknowledged contradictions in the discourse of 'unifying'
analyses (as well as an underlying dependence on the concept of unity even
in most of those who attempt to escape it).33The fact that historical and analytical discourse about music can be deconstructed does not imply that music itself
can be; a philosophy whose raison d'etre is the use of language to probe the
functioning of language is scarcely equipped to tell us very much about music.
A strong irony, however, is that the best English-language analysts of Classicalperiod instrumental music, such as Tovey, Edward T. Cone, Leonard B. Meyer
and Rosen (notwithstanding his sonata-principle orientation), have never set
much store by 'unity'.
In all this, the distinction between 'unity' and 'coherence' (referred to at
the beginning of ?4) is crucial; in essence, it entails two fundamental differences
of approach.34First, unifying analyses tend to be reductive: both in assuming
that a single criterion or domain must be primary, and all others secondary;
and that the aim is often literally to 'reduce' a work to some fundamental entity,
such as a Schenkerian Ursatz or a Schoenbergian Grundgestalt. A belief in 'unity'
also tends to entail the use of hierarchicalmethods, which reflect the organicist
belief that a central or fundamental entity must be replicated in the detail of
all subsequent levels. (The hierarchicalparadigmis of all the aspects of organicist
thinking one of the most misleading for musical analysis.) By contrast, a complex, non-reductive approach such as multivalence is in principle compatible
with a differentiated analysis which comes closer to the complexity of great
music. Secondly, a 'unifying' analysis usually underplays the experientialaspects
of music (temporal succession, rhythm, timbre, musical processes, listeners'
psychology, etc.), in favour of a more nearly abstract or 'ideal' mode of understanding. By contrast, a demonstration of coherence remains compatible with
33
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Fromthis chorusI cite (moreor less arbitrarily)
Dahlhaus,'SomeModelsof Unity in
MusicalForm',Journalof MusicTheory,19 (1975),2-30; ArnoldWhittall,'TheTheorist's
Senseof History:Conceptsof Contemporaneity
in CompositionandAnalysis',Journal
of the RoyalMusicalAssociation,112(1987),1-20; andAlanStreet,'SuperiorMyths,
DogmaticAllegories:The Resistanceto MusicalUnity', MusicAnalysis,8 (1989),77-123.
I broachthis issuein a somewhatdifferentmannerin 'To understand... Mozart'(see
n. 1), 178-9, 191-2.
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adequateattentionto thesematters.In principle,everyanalysis,of instrumental
as well as vocalworks, shouldaccountfor them.35
But a programmeof multivalentanalysiswill not be easy to realise. And
in opera,evenmorethanin othercontexts,rigorousself-criticismremainsessential, in proportion as the genre is more complex than any other, and viable
paradigmsand theoreticaltraditionshave not yet emerged.A given number
cannotbe understoodexceptin awarenessof its dramaticand musicalcontext,
yet concepts for dealingappropriatelywith that context hardly exist. And in
a genreso dependenton conventionas eighteenth-century
opera,not evenFigaro
can be discussedin a vacuum,without attentionto the remainderof its composer's oeuvre and works by other composers. And so I can only conclude
with an apparentlysimple question, to which however a satisfactoryanswer
would speakvolumes:how shallwe understanda singleMozartnumber?
35 I have attempted full-dress analyses along these lines in Haydn's 'Farewell' Symphony
(see n. 9); and in 'Zur Form des Finales von Beethovens 9. Sinfonie', in the forthcoming
report of a conference on the nineteenth-century symphony, held in Bonn, 1989, to be
edited by Siegfried Kross.

